
Be aware of low hanging
bridges. Watch your head.

Be aware of low hanging
bridges. Watch your head.

Turn around before the red and white 
buoys. It is absolutely forbidden to 
sail out into the open water!
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Aarhus Harbor
GoBoat Base +45 53 50 88 54
Use for questions, extension of the trip, in emergency and boat issues.

Prohibited area
It is prohibited to sail in areas marked 
in red because of shallow water or the 
areas being restricted for our boats. 

Yellow Marking 
Sailing in the yellow area depends, due 
to low bridges, on water levels on the 
day. Follow the staffs’ instructions.

Shallow water!
The yellow buoys indicate shallow
water. Please keep a distance!

No swimming from the boat 
You are not allowed to jump off the
boat for swimming etc.  

Base 
Remember to be back at the base
on time.

Toilet
Use the designated toilet spots marked 
on the map. Do not use the harbour or 
its surroundings as a toilet. Please show 
respect to our neighbours.

See the map online
Scan the QR code for maps
in different languages.

Harbor rules

Sightseeing

Woodship Harbor
In the northern part of the harbour you can 
find Denmark’s largest wooden shipping har-
bour with the largest collection of wooden 
vessels with approximately 90 ships and 
boats – all seaworthy.  

Aarhus Marina 
Marina built in 1933 which has undergone 
renovations over time to the delight and 
benefit of visitors. 

Bestseller Building
Huge office that fits 800 employees.
The building contains administration,
a showroom and office space. 

Navitas
The 38.000 square meter star-shaped build-
ing is the city’s epicenter and is a knowledge 
hub on energy conservation.

Domen
An urban house with focus on
community, co-creation and sustainable 
(urban) development. You can buy snacks
as well as coffee and cake for your sail.

The Waterfront
Along the harbour front there is a wonderful 
view of Aarhus harbour.

Endless Connection
Fountain on the harbour square with two-
meter-high jets of water.

Toldboden
The building was built in 1897 by architect 
Hack Kampmann. The beautiful building has 
its back to the city and its front to the har-
bour, from which there is an unobstructed 
view of the water.
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